
GMHAN Task Group Expenses Policy  

The agreed restructure of the GM Homeless Action Network includes 3 Task Groups with an 

overarching Co-ordination Group. The latter will be appointed based on roles/representation, with 

the Task Groups open to the whole membership and those who express interest. 

In keeping with wider Greater Manchester commitments to equality, the HAN wants to provide fair 

compensation via participation expenses for anyone joining these groups who is unwaged. This 

policy sets out how those would be made available and who could qualify for them. 

This is particularly important to the HAN so that lived experience perspectives of homelessness can 

be represented alongside professional experience at every level. It is recognised that people with 

lived experience are much more likely to be unwaged and not participating in Task Groups or the Co-

ordination Groups as a result of their paid work role. 

Participation Expenses Offered  

Participation expenses will paid for all meetings and preparation/following up (30mins per hour of 

meeting) at: 

• £20 per hour flat rate 

• Paid directly to the individual on a monthly basis 

• Eligible to anyone who is unwaged or self-employed 

For a normal task group member, this would be estimated as £60/month for a 2 hour meeting plus 1 

hour prep or follow up. Time committed may change, but it is expected the time commitment 

ranges between 3 and 5 hours, with Members at the lower end and Co-Chairs at the higher.  

All members will be encouraged to consider the impact of the participation expenses on any benefits 

they are in receipt of, find out and then report or record payments received as required. 

 

 

 

One

•People are selected as co-chairs or members

•Check via GMHAN Co-ordinator to enquire if they are eligible (i.e. unwaged) for participation 
expenses (see Expenses Policy Document)

•Succesful applicants are sent a letter to say we expect this work to be no more than 5 hours a 
month

Two

•Eligible individuals are taken on as casual employees by Creative Inclusion and will be paid by 
PAYE on the last working day of each month

•They submit the hours they have worked to Matt.Kidd@creativeinclusion.org by the 23rd of the 
month and copy in a Co-chair they have been working with (if a member) or Co-ordination Group 
rep (if a Co-Chair)

Three

•Matt sends hours to payroll by 25th of each month, including expected hours for the last week of 
the month

•If the person doesn't end up working the expected hours in the last week of the month then this 
is carried over for the next month



 


